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ABSTRACT 

DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTIONS FOR NEUTRAL-NEUTRAL 

AND CHARGE-TRANSFER COLLISIONS 

by 

DAVID ALLEN SCHAFER 

Absolute differential cross sections for neutral-neutral and 

charge—transfer collisions involving fast oxygen are presented* 

Neutral-neutral collisions are measured over the energy range 

o o 
500-5000eV, and between angles of *01 and 5*0 # while charge 

transfer measurements are presented for 1500eV oxygen ions over the 

same angular range* A position sensitive detector is used to detect 

both the primary and scattered particles* yeilding absolute 

differential cross sections* Target chambers with small ratios of 

length to exit aperture diameter are used and the end effects due to 

gas streaming out of the aperture are estimated by a Monte Carlo 

computer simulation* The excited state composition of the oxygen ion 

beam is considered# and differential cross sections for charge 

transfer are presented for both ground and excited-state oxygen ions* 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Differential cross section (DOS's) for the scattering of 

atomic and ionic oxygen are of fundamental interest and they supply 

information necessary for numerical modeling of problems ranging from 

1 2 fusion reactors to planetary atmospheres. ' 

During geomagnetic storms energetic ring-current ions 

3 
can precipitate into the atmosphere. These fast ions undergo 

charge-transfer collisions with the thermospheric hydrogen and oxygen 

atoms producing a flux of fast neutral oxygen atoms. These fast 

neutrals penetrate the atmosphere and cause local heating through 

energy transfer to atmospheric atoms and molecules by collisions. A 

'splash' effect may also occur when the precipitating ions, through 

collisions with the thermospheric oxygen atoms, produce a net flux of 

upward moving atoms with velocities large enough to allow escape from 

the atmosphere. 

Table I gives a list of the major processes considered 

important in the thermalization of the fast oxygen ions. The target 
% 

particles B are typically 0 or H at high altitudes, while at lower 

altitudes 0a and Na become important. Numerical models of 

atmospheric behavior require information on the differential cross 

1 
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TABLE I 

0 + B > 0 + B 

0 + B > 0 + B* 

0 + B ——> 0+ + B + e 

0 + B > 0 + B+ + e 

0+ + B > 0 + B+ 

0+ + B > 0+ + B+ + 

(elastic) 

(excitation) 

(collisional ionization) 

(collisional ionization) 

(charge transfer) 

e (collisional ionization) 

sections for the processes listed in Table I* The lack of 

experimental measurements of these DCS's has heretofore forced 

modelers to rely on theoretical calculations.^* While calculated DCS's 

may give plausible results, the models' predictions are found to be 

strongly dependent upon the details of the DCS, making measured DCS's 

essential • 

This thesis reports the laboratory measurement of 

neutral-neutral and charge transfer differential cross sections. 

Measurements of DCS's for 500eV, 1500eV, and 5000eV neutral oxygen 

atoms colliding with Ha,0a,N2, and He, and charge—transfer cross 

sections for 1500eV 0+ with Ha,Oa,Na,He,00a, and S0a are presented 
o o 

over the angular range of 0.1 - 5.0 . The excited-state composition 

of the beam is discussed and methods to accurately determine ground 

state cross sections are used. In addition, excited-state 

charge-transfer cross sections are inferred from measurements made 
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with a 

excited- 

beam containing known fractions of ground-state 

state ions. 

and 



CHAPTER II 

THEORY 

Daring periods of geomagnetic activity» energetic 

3 
(0*7-12 keV) oxygen ions precipitate into the earth's atmosphere* In 

order to understand the consequences of this precipitation» several 

researchers have attempted to model the atmospheric heating and atom 

1 4 loss during such activity* * This section is a brief overview of the 

theoretical modeling» including the basic methods and results* 

In 1972» Shelley al - measured 0* fluxes that 

provided a thermospheric energy input as large as 0*4 

a 3 2 
erg/cm /sec/sr* In a subsequent report Torr e_t al. reasoned that 

this fast ion flux would generate a fast neutral flux mainly through 

charge transfer and momentum transfer - of 0* with the ambient 

atmospheric species (predominantly 0 at altitudes >250km) i*e* 

1) 0+
f + 0 —> of + 0+ 

2) 0+
£ + 0 —> 0+

f + 0f 

where the subscript f indicates a fast particle (kinetic energy 

greater than lOeV)• Both reactions produce fast neutral oxygen atoms 

that can penetrate into the atmosphere. 

4 
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In a simple model of this phenomenon, Torr e± al. 

assumed that charge exchange of the fast 0+ ion occurs rapidly at 

high altitudes, and that the major heating and loss rates are due to 

momentum*transfer scattering of the resulting fast neutrals with 

ambient oxygen. These fast neutrals penetrate the atmosphere, 

undergoing collisions, transfering their energy to the ambient oxygen 

2 
atoms, producing more fast neutrals, Torr ej£ al « set up an equation 

relating the loss of energy of the precipitating atoms to the 

increase in energy of the ambient atoms as a function of altitude. 

Because the energy transfer process is due to collisions, the 

differential cross section is an important parameter in this 

equation. The solution provides values for the number of 0 atoms, 

with given energies and trajectories, produced as a function of 

altitude, due to the precipitation. In order to calculate the 

atmospheric heating rates, it is assumed that all neutrals that have 

energies less than 2eV (considered thermal) contribute to heating. 

The solution to the continuity equation for particles with less than 

2eV at a given altitude yields the local heating rate. The results 

2 
are shown in Figure 1, Torr e£ al. report that approximately 96% of 

the incident energy flux is transformed to thermospheric heat. 

Because the distribution of trajectories can be 

computed, the 0 atom flux traveling in the upward direction with 

enough energy to escape the atmosphere can be determined. 

Approximately 4% of the incident energy is transformed into these 

2 
upward moving atoms, Torr et al. find that for an incident 2kev 
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Figure 1 - Result* of Torr jgJ: H,. 

flux, each precipitating ion produces about 7 escaping atoms, and the 

ratio increases to 70 at lOkev, This 'splash' effect is a factor in 

the loss of oxygen from the atmosphere. The upward flux of neutral 

oxygen generated by the precipitating oxygen ions also results in 

upward moving ions due to charge transfer or photoionization. This 

produces a large number of low energy 0* ions (approximately 10 times 

the number of original precipitating ions), 

4 
In a subsequent paper, Eozyra al « examined the 

2 
results of Torr ej£ al. and found, that while the results are fairly 

insensitive to changes in certain aspects of the model, atonr-loss 

rates depend on the nature of the atomic collision processes 

involved. If instead of hard—sphere elastic collisions, as was 

assumed by Torr ££ al. , one assumes a form more characteristic of 

real elastic scattering as derived from atomic scattering theory, 

Eozyra al. found that the escape flux is reduced by about a 
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factor of 2. Accurate experimentally measured DCS's are therefore 

required to predict the loss rates and heating rates due to the 0* 

precipitation. The ultimate aim of our research is to provide 

accurate laboratory measurements of these DCS's. 

The measurements presented in this thesis report scattering of 

fast 0 and 0* by atmospheric gases other than oxygen. Even though at 

the altitudes in question, 200-500 km, where the precipitation 

effects are most important, the major atmospheric constituent is 0, 

there are minor amounts of N1# 0a# To make an accurate model of the 

precipitation process, collisions with the these minor atmospheric 

constituents should also be included. In addition, these preliminary 

measurements give some indication of the scattering behavior expected 

for 0-atom targets. 



CHAPTER III 

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

When a beam of identical particles passes through a gas, 

the number 61 of them that undergo collisions is proportional to the 

density of the target particles n, the particle beam flux I(x), and 

the thickness of the target section dx, i.e* 

6I=onI(x)dx 3-1 

where the constant of proportionality cr is the scattering cross 

section and has units of area* Integrating the above equation gives: 

j * \ y — ncrx 3—2 I(x)*I e o 

where IQ is the ini ti al beam flux, and nx is the total targe t 

thickness* 

The differential cross section 4“ ( cm*/steradian ) is 
(Lu 

defined by considering how many particles scatter into the solid 

angle dQ defined in reference to the location of the scattering 

center. The total scattering cross section is then found by 

integrating ~ over the entire range of possible scattering 

angles^, i.e. 

8 
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- C sda 3
-3 

In the laboratory one can detemine the differential 

cross section (DCS)» by measuring the number of particles dl from a 

primary beam I that scatter into a given solid angle AQ after 

colliding with a localized target with gas density n(x) along the 

beam axis* The experimental expression for is given by 

à* m dl  3_4 
dQ AQ I /n(z)dx 3 * 

The problem is reduced to making a well-collimated beam of identical 

particles» passing them through a localized scattering center of 

known target thickness (defined as /n(x)dx ) and measuring the 

fraction of particles scattered into a known solid angle. The 

experimental method used to measure DCS's is described in this 

section. 

Ions are produced in a medium-pressure magnetically confined 

electron impact source (IS in Figure 2). The source produces several 

species of ions in a variety of electronic states. It is possible to 

alter the species and state composition of the ion beam by changing 

the source conditions» such as the source gas and gas pressure» the 

electron energy» and the magnetic field strength. Effects of ions in 

different states is considered in section III.l. The fast ions are 

focused into a parallel beam by an electrostatic cylindrical lens 
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□ 
IS 

Figure 2 - schematic of apparatus 

system* Previous measurements have shown that the energy spread of 

the beam is small»** however the parallel» monoenergetic ion beam 

still contains different atomic and molecular ion species* Two 60° 

sector magnets (Ml and M2 in Figure 2) are used to momentum—analyze 

the ion beam» separating its different components by charge-to^mass 

ratio* The magnets are tuned to allow a single ion species» in this 

case 0+» to enter the charge transfer cell (CTC)« The exit aperture 

of the CTC» apl» and the entrance aperture of the target cell (TC)» 

ap2» collimate the beam* These are typically 25 microns in diameter 

apertures» and are separated by 10 cm yielding a maximum beam 

divergence of 0*02°* The beam then enters the TC where some of the 

particles collide with the target gas* A micro-channel—plate-based 

7 
position-sensitive detector (PSD) is used to detect some of the 
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scattered and primary particles that impact the front micron-channel 

plate* The PSD operates as a single-particle detector that produces 

voltages proportional to the x and y locations of the impacting 

particle. Details of the detector operation are given in appendix A. 

For each event detected, the x and y voltages are digitized and sent 

to the 11/2 or 11/23 microprocessor where an array element whose 

indices correspond to the value of the x and y signal is incremented. 

In this way the computer builds up an array showing the spatial 

distribution of particle impacts on the detector surface. In this 

thesis two separate experiments, neutral-neutral and charge-transfer 

scattering are reported. The exact technique for each experiment is 

different, and there are different problems associated with each 

measurement. 

For neutral-neutral collisions Na gas is admitted into 

the CTC, where fast 0* ions are neutralized by charge transfer. All 

ions not neutralized by collisions in the CTC are removed from the 

beam by DPI. A small portion of the resultant neutral beam then 

passes through ap2, entering the target cell. 

To determine ^ all of the quantities in equation 3-4 

must be measured. The target gas pressure at the cell edge, away 

from the apertures, is measured by an MKS baratron and the cell 

length L is measured by both a micrometer and a microscope. The 

pressure measurement is converted to a gas density, n0, by the ideal 

gas equation. The results of section III.3 relate /n(x)dx to the 

product n0L thus determining /n(x)dx from the measured n0 and L. The 
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measurement of dl and I is performed by detecting signal with the PSD 

for 2 separate situations: (1) with the TC evacuated to measure the 

primary signal, and (2) with target gas in the TC (gas-in) to measure 

the scattered signal. During the first measurement, the signal 

consists of unscattered neutrals, particles scattered off the 

residual gas in the chamber, and random noise. The gas-in signal 

consists of particles scattered from the target gas in addition to 

the signal collected during the first measurement. The main chamber 

pressure is kept constant by introducing gas directly into the 

chamber during the first measurement, insuring that the scattering 

signal due to background gas is the same for both measurements. By 

subtracting the signal collected during the first measurement from 

that collected with gas in the TC, the signal due to scattering off 

the target gas, dl, is determined. The measurement performed with no 

target gas in the TC is used to find the primary beam flux I. 

Because the same detector detects both primary and scattered 

particles, and the primary and scattered particles are both neutrals, 

the detection efficiency need not be known to determine absolute 

differential cross sections. 

For charge-transfer collisions, the CTC is left 

evacuated, allowing the primary ions to enter the TC. In the TC some 

of the ions are neutralized in charge-transfer collisions. The 

remaining ions are removed by DP2, leaving only the neutral particles 

to impact the PSD. As with neutral-neutral collisions, two 

measurements are performed. During background measurements, the 
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detector registers signal from charge-transfer with the residual gas 

and random noise. During gas-in measurements» the charge-transfer 

from the target is measured in addition to the background signal. In 

order to measure absolute DOS's the primary ion beam flux» I» must be 

measured. This flux is measured with the PSD before and after both 

background and gas-in measurements. Because the primary and 

scattered particles for charge-transfer are not identical (one is 

neutral» one is an ion) their relative detection efficiency must be 

known. Details of the method used to measure the relative detection 

efficiency of the PSD for neutrals and ions are given in Appendix B» 

and the results are incorporated into the data analysis. 

It is now possible to measure all quantités in equation 3-4 for 

both neutral-neutral and charge-transfer collisions» but equation 3-4 

only holds for a beam of identical particles. The ion source used 

produces 0+ ions in several excited states in addition to ground 

state ions. The next sections explains the method used to insure 

proper measurement of ground state DCS's. The determination of DCS's 

for excited state ions is also discussed. 
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III.l STATE ANALYSIS OF 0+ 

In the ion source 0+ ions are produced in different 

states* The electronic energy levels for 0* and 0 relevant to this 

investigation are shown schematically in figure 3. Two metastable 

s 2 
states of interest are the D and the P states, which are long lived 

4 
because transition to the ground S state is forbidden by dipole 

selection rules* The unperturbed radiative lifetimes of these states 

are long enough to allow these ions to traverse the entire apparatus. 

If these metastable species are present in the beam, they may change 

the DCS measurement* A technique similar to that presented by Turner 
g 

et al. is used to determine the effects of these excited-state ions 

on the measurement* 

Equation 3-2 relates the flux of a beam of identical particles 

remaining in the beam, I(x), to the target thickness that the beam 

passed through* For such a beam, a plot of log(*i“) vs* nx would 
Ao 

result in a straight line of slope -o. This is a commonly-used 

technique for measuring the total cross section for a particular 

scattering process* If, however, the beam contains particles which 

are not identical, either in species, or state, the plot of log(~) 
Ao 

may no longer be a straight line if the attenuation cross section for 

the different types of particles is different* This difference in 

the cross sections can be exploited to selectively remove certain 

states from the beam, leaving a beam of identical particles in the 

desired state 
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2.0 

0.0 eV 0 

Figure 3 - Low lying states of 0 and 0+ 
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When 2 types of particles are in the parent beam, 

equation 3-2 for scattering of particles ont of the beam must be 

modified to: 

I(x)«I + (1-fJI e-n<T»X 

where crx is the cross section for removal of particles of type 1» oa 

is the cross section for removal of particles of type 2* and fx is 

the fraction of the parent beam that is type 1* If the cross 

sections are significantly different* it is possible to measure 

ox*oa*and fx. If for example* <rx >> oa* particles of type 1 are more 

readily removed from the beam than those of type 2« After a certain 

target thickness is attained* essentially all of the particles of 

type 1 are removed from the beam. Then as the gas density in the 

cell is increased* the scattering subsequently observed is 

characteristic of particles of type 2 only. If one measures the 

remaining beam flux as a function of target thickness after this 

point* a straight line of log(——) vs. nx is obtained and the slope 

of this straight line is oa* Extrapolating to find the intersection 

of this line with the y-axis (zero target thickness) gives the 

fraction of the original beam that is in state 2. In order to 

determine the cross section crx* the extrapolated line is subtracted 

from the measured values* yielding a curve representative of 

scattering of particles of type 1. Figure 4 shows data generated by 

the computer from equation 3-5 with ex*10.0* oa=50.0 and fx=.45. The 
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p * 1 (mtorr-cm) 

ISO 

Figure 4 - Computer generated <xx“10.0 <r,*50.0 fx**.45 
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straight line fits are characteristic for the scattering of the two 

different states 1 and 2« This method can, in principle, be extended 

to distinguish between more than two types of particles in the 

primary beam as long as the cross sections are all different. 

In order to employ this beam-attenuation technique to 

produce a ground-state beam, a gas cell (FC-filter cell) is 

introduced before the first sector magnet (Figure 2). It is also 

necessary to find a proper target gas to insure that the necessary 

9 
condition of ax >> a% is met. Stebbings al. have reported that 

the cross section for charge transfer of 0* in Na increased 

2 
dramatically when their source conditions were such that D ions were 

2 
produced in their beam, while no such increase was observed at the P 

threshold. From these measurements they determined that the 

2 4 
predominant states involved were the D excited state and the S 

ground state, and that the condition <r1>>o1 is met when Na is the 

target gas. The charge transfer processes which are allowed are: 

0+(4S) + Na(x 

0+<*D) + Na(X 

0+(*D) + Na(X 

OVD) + Na(X 

0+(*D) + Na(X 

V +»v=0) - 0(*P) + N.+(X *£ +,v=0) - 2.0eV 3-6a 
g 3 g 

£ +,V=0) - 0(*S) + Na
+(X \ +,v=0) - 7.8eV 3-6b **g 3 g 

1 +,v=0) - 0(3P) + Na
+(A TT +#v=l) - 0.0eV 3-6c *“g u 

£ +,v=0) - 0(aD) + Na
+(X \ +,v=0) - 0.6eV 3-6d g 3 g 

\ +.v=0) - 0(XS) + Na
+(X *£ +,v=0) - 2.9eV 3-6e 

g 3 g 

Because of the energy resonance for 3-6c, and the near resonance for 

2 
3-6d, the cross section for charge transfer from the D state is 
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expected to be much larger than that for the S state. This result 

8_ii 
has also been observed by several other researchers* Therefore Na 

is chosen as the FC gas, for it will preferentially remove the 

+ a 
0(D)* The density in the FC is changed by a variable leak valve, 

and the pressure measured by a capacitance manometer* The remaining 

ion flux is detected at the IMD (Figure 2). The IMD detects all ions 

o 
which are not scattered by angles larger than 3 , while neutral 

particles produced through charge transfer in the FC are not 

deflected by SOL and therefore not detected* 

Results of measuring the IMD current vs* the FC density are 

shown in Figure 5 clearly indicating the presence of more than 1 

state in the ion beam* An anlysis of this attenuation data yields a 

measured beam fraction of 48% in the ground state, compared to 53% 

12 measured by Ziegler under similar source conditions, and the cross 

sections obtained are in general agreement* An operating point for 

the FC is set at 50mtorr-cm* Under these conditions 99% of the 

+ s 
0 ( D) is neutralized at the FC and does not reach the TC (see Figure 

5) • The resulting beam which enters the TC is then predominantly 

ground state ions and the DCS can be determined from equation 3-3* 

DCS's have been measured at various FC gas densities to insure 

that the measurements are representative of ground state 0** Figure 

6 shows results for two different FC densities, both of which should, 

according to Fig 5, leave the beam entirely in the ground state* The 

two measured cross sections are in agreement, within experimental 

error, indicating that the DCS’s are for ground state O** 
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Figure 5 - Actual data measured at IMD 
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log( LAB ANGLE, deg) 

Figure 6 - DOS's for two different FC pressures 
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Using the relative state population measured with this method, 

the previously measured ground state DCS, and the DCS measured with a 

2 
mixed parent beam, the cross sections for D state can be determined. 

2 
Equation 3-7 relates the DCS for excited state D ions to the 

measured DCS's for a mixed beam, the measured ground state DCS, and 

the measured ground-state beam fraction f. 

Ifl (mixed) -ffg (4S> 
1-f 3-7 

III.2 NEUTRAL BEAM STATE ANALYSIS 

Vhen measuring DCS's for neutral-neutral collisions 

involving atomic oxygen, it is necessary to insure that all of the 

fast neutral particles are in only one electronic state. In order to 

produce the neutral oxygen, the 0+ ions undergo charge transfer 

collisions in the CTC. The remaining ions are removed from the beam 

by DPI. Nitrogen gas is chosen so that the resulting 0 atoms are 

predominantly in the ground state. The channels available for charge 

transfer are the same as previously stated in equations 3-6. 

Reactions 3-6c,3-6d are resonant or nearly resonant, and therefore 

most of the neutral oxygen atoms produced in the CTC are produced 

from 0 ( D). Because 3-6c is very nearly resonant, a large fraction 

s 
of the neutral beam should be produced in the P state. In order to 

test whether or not the 0 beam is entirely in the ground state, the 

ion source conditions are changed. This changes the excited state 
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+ 12 
population of the 0 beam which in turn would change the 

composition of the 0 beam» if the 0 beam depended on the state 

composition of the ion beam. Figure 7 shows DCS's» with the same 

target gas» under different source conditions* The DOS's measured 

under both source conditions are the same» indicating that either the 

neutral beam composition did not change» or that the ground-state and 

excited-state cross sections are the same* 

III. 3 GAS CELL 

The use of short target cells gives precise knowledge of 

the location of the collision» resulting in accurate angular 

information when the final position of the scattered particle is 

measured at a given distance from the cell* Geometric analysis shows 

that the error in the scattered angle AO is related to the other 

measured quantities by 

AO L 
O " D 

as shown in figure 8* In order to minimize the angular uncertainty a 

short gas cell is desired* 

When using short gas cells for scattering studies it may 

become difficult to determine exactly what the target thickness» 

defined in equation 3-4» is* The target cell used in this experiment 

is shown schematically in figure 9. A is the gas inlet aperture and 

B leads to the MKS baratron allowing measurement of the density» n0» 

away from the apertures* Some gas will effuse out of the cell 
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Figure 7 - DCS's for two different source conditions 
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Figure 8 - Geometric picture of scattering event 

Figure 9 - Schematic view of target cell 
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through apertures ap2 and d causing the target gas density to be 

non-zero outside the cell* This flow will also result in a density 

gradient inside the cell* Therefore the measured density at the cell 

edge may not be representative of that along the beam axis* The 

parameter that enters into equation 3-4 is not n0L, but rather the 

13 effective target thickness /n(x)dx* An argument presented by Smitn 

claims that this value should be approximately the same as the 

product of n0L because of symmetry considerations* This argument is 

however only applicable for cells with large R values (R^), For 

cells with R near unity the effects of gas flow in the cell may 

become more important* and experimental and theoretical methods 

including a computer-generated Monte Carlo simulation are used to 

determine these end effects* 

The computer Monte Carlo simulation uses a simple 

iterative method* A single particle is introduced into the cell and 

its path is followed until the particle exits the cell* The gas cell 

is divided into cylindrical sections* and the relative density is 

then related to the number of times this particle finds itself in a 

section of the cell. After a particle exits the cell* a new particle 

is introduced and the procedure is continued until good statistics 

are generated* Particle-particle collisions are neglected and only 

wall collisions are considered* The particle-wall interactions are 

assumed to result in diffuse scattering whereby the particle is 

momentarily absorbed onto the wall and then is re-emitted as if by 

effusion through a hole located at the impact point* This results in 
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the cosine law for the angular distribution of the reflected 

particles. Using the computer's internal random number generator it 

is po ssible to generate a random variable with the de sired 

distribution. Eventually» a density profile is generated and the 

integral determining the target thickness can be evaluated. 

Plots of target-gas density as a function of distance 

along the axis are shown for cells with different R in figures 10-12» 

and plots for radial density near the apertures for various R values 

are shown in Figure 13-16. Evidently the aperture causes a reduction 

in the gas density inside the cell near the aperture along with a 

corresponding increase in density outside the cell. In order to 

determine the effect that the apertures have on the measurement of 

the target thickness» these axial density distributions are 

numericaly integrated. Figure 17 shows the correction factor a 

defined by /n(x)dx = an0L for cells with different R values. In all 

cases the integrated target thickness is less than n0L (a<l) • The 

error bars are computed assuming Poisson distributions in each 

subdivision of the gas cell. The results of this calculation are 

14 used to compare to experimental results. 

To experimentally verify the results obtained above» 

14 Newman has measured DOS's for various collisions using gas cells 

with different R values. One set of measurements was performed using 

a target cell with RF35. For this TC geometry» it is assumed that 

the end effects are negligible and a=l• Next» the same DOS's were 

measured using TC's with R=3*7» and R=1.3 Comparing these DOS's to 



R = 1.25 

Axial distance 

Figure 10 - Axial density distribution R=l*25 



R = 4.0 
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Axial distance 

Figure 11 - Axial density distribution R=4.0 



R = 15.0 
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Axial distance 

Figure 12 — Axial density distribution R=15.0 
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R = 1.25 

Figure 13 — Radial density distribution at entrance aperture R-1.25 



R = 1.25 
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Radial distance 

Figaro 14 “ Radial density distribution at exit aperture R=l*25 
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Radial distança 

Figure 15 - Radial density distribution at exit aperture R=4.0 



R = 15.0 
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Radial distança 

Figure 16 - Radial density distribution at exit aperture R=15.0 
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Figure 17 - Monte carlo ga* cell correction factor vs. R 
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that measured with the cell with R=35 gives a-values for the other 

gas cells. Table 2 gives the results of this experiment along with 

the results of the Monte Carlo calculation. The measured correction 

factors are used in the data analysis in order to obtain correct 

absolute DOS's. 

Table II — comparison of experimental and Monte Carlo results 

R » L/d 

Monte Carlo 

experimental^ 
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0.995 ± 0.006 

1.0 

3.7 

0.986 + 0.006 

1.031 * 0.056 

1.3 

0.980 + 0.006 

0.961 + 0.064 



CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Table III shows the different DCS's which have been 

measured for both neutral-neutral and charge-transfer collisions. 

TABLE III — measured DCS* s 

neutral-neutral scattering 

0(500ev,1500ev,5000ev) + He —> 0 + He 
0(500ev,1500ev,5000ev) + Ha —> 0 + Ha 

0(500ev,1500ev,5000ev) + Na —> 0 + Na 

0(500ev,1500ev,5000ev) + 0a —> 0 + Oa 

charge-transfer scattering 

0*<1500ev,4S) + 
qT(1500ev,4S) + 
0*(1500ev,4S) + 
0*(1500ev,4S) + 
0*(1500ev,4S) + 
0*(1500ev,aS) + 
0 (1500ev.aD) + 
0+(1500ev, D) + 

He —> 0 + He+ 

Ha -> 0 + H 
Na —> 0 + Na 

oa > o + oa 
coa —> o + C0- 
S0a —> 0 + SQa 

Na — > 0 + Na 

0a --> 0 + 0a 

The measured DCS's for neutral-neutral scattering are presented in 

figures 18-21. Data taken using the methods explained in chapter 3 

are analyzed to find the differential cross section. The scattered 
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Figure 18 — Neutral—neutral scattering 0(500ev*1500ev#5000ev) + Hs 
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14 signal is divided into rings as explained by Newman . The center 

for the concentric rings is found by calculating the centroid of the 

signal collected with no target gas. The total signal in each ring 

is then the scattering dl into a given angular region AO. This 

calculation yields ^ which is related to ^ by 

do 
dO 2nsinOd0 

assuming that the scattering is isotropic in <p . Some of the 

14 neutral-neutral data were measured by Newman * and are included 

here for completeness. Because DCS’s for these collision processes 

have not been reported in the literature, there is no direct 

comparison, however a numerical integration following equation 3-3 is 

performed to allow a comparison of the present results with total 

cross sections previously presented. Table IV shows integrated DCS’s 

from this work compared to measured total cross sections in the 

literature. 

Lab Energy 

500eV 
500eV 
500eV 
1500eV 
1500eV 
1500eV 

TABLE IV 

-u a 
o.^. (xlO cm ) tot 

it 
Target This Work Lit. (Foreman e_t al. ) 

0a 11.31 10.9 
Na 7.61 9.92 
Ha 4.72 4.97 
Oa 8.25 7.06 
Na 5.00 5.98 
H, 2.91 2.99 
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In this experiment DCS's are presented over a small angular 

range, but for several different energies. The atmospheric modelers 

wishing to use these measured DCS's require information over a larger 

angular range. The classical impact parameter e^>ansion of Smith et 

alallows the extension of these scattering data to a larger 

angular range. The important parameter in this expansion is the 

reduced scattering angle x which is equal to EO, This parameter is 

important because in a first approximation (for high energy 

collisions only) x depends only on the classical impact parameter b. 

In a typical classical scattering calculation, the differential cross 

section is found by first determining the classical deflection 

function 0(E,b) and then inverting to get b(E,Q), The cross section 

is then found from sin6o(E,€) » *■ When using the reduced 

coordinated x the reduced scattering cross section is typically 

x 0b * written as p^sinOofE,*)). p is then equal to 2 When the 
* *• 

results are presented in reduced coordinates, DCS's measured at 

different energies can be compared on the same curve. Figures 22*24 

show the DCS's in these reduced coordinates. The entire reduced 

coordinate DCS can be reverted bach to ordinary DCS at one energy, 

thus expanding the apparent angular range of the measurement for that 

energy. Figure 25 shows the reverted DCS for 0 + Na at 1500eV, 

The measured DCS's for the charge*transfer experiment 

are shown in figures 26*33, In some of these figures, the data have 

been analyzed in a slightly different manner. Instead of summing the 

data into rings, each separate array element is considered to be an 
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Figure 27 — DCS'* for charge-transfer 0(1500ev# S) + Na 
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Figure 28 — DCS'» for charge-transfer 0(l500ev, S) + Oa 
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Figure 32 — DCS's for charge-transfer 0(1500ev, D) + 
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element of solid area dQ and the signal in that array element is dl. 

The primary beam intensity I is determined from the measurement of 

the primary ion beam flux before and after both the scattering and 

background measurements* This point-by-point method is employed 

until the statistical error in the DCS is greater than 5%, and then 

the ring method discussed above is used* There are no previously 

reported DCS’s for these processes, and therefore it is again 

necessary to perform the integration of equation 3-3 to compare the 

results of this work to the literature* Table V presents this 

comparison* 

Table £ 

-as a 
0. . (xlO cm ) tot 

State Target This Work Literature 

4 s 2.4 3.9 Nutt sJL al. 
4 0.5 Moran and Wilcox; 
4s Na 1.8 1.0 Moran and Wilcox] 
4s coa 26.9 48 Moran and Wilcox] 
as 0a 6.73 8 Moran and Wilcox] 
aD Na 46.1 28 Moran and Wilcox] 

D 0a 22.7 30 Moran and Wilcox 

There is general disagreement on the measured total cross sections 

for charge-transfer. We believe that this disagreement is due to the 

effect of excited species on the previously reported measurements, as 

discussed in section III#1* 
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Several of the charge-transfer DCS'* exhibit some 

structure. The charge transfer in He is expected to have a small 

cross section because of the large difference (~10eV) in the 

ionization energy of He (23,86eV) and that of 0 (13,6eV), À forward 

minumum is expected for this collision because a hard collision is 

required in order for charge transfer process to occur. The 

o 
presented DCS reaches a minimum at ~1 and then becomes larger at 

smaller angles. It is believed at this time that this is due to a 

small (~1%) contamination of Na in the target gas. 

When Na gas is the target, the cross section for charge 

3 
transfer is much larger and much more forward peaked for the D 

4 
excited state than for the S ground state. This result is expected 

because of the energy resonance of 3-6c and the near resonance of 

3-6d, Because of the energy resonance, charge transfer can occur at 

large impact parameters resulting in small angle scattering. The 

3 
same argument applies for 02 where the reaction involving the D 

state of 0+ is nearly in resonance for the reaction 

0+(aD) + O.(xV)   0(*P) + 0.
+

(AV ) 
* g * u 

while the reaction 

oVs) + 0.(X*£j 0(*P) + 0.+(xV ) * g * g 

is l,6ev non resonant The difference between the forward 
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charge-transfer cross sections is not as large for 02 targets as for 

N,. 



CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

Measurements of differential cross sections for both 

neutral-neutral and charge transfer collisions have been presented. 

The work in this thesis concentrates on oxygen ions and atoms as they 

are a major precipitant in the earth's atmosphere. The experimental 

setup is flexible, and the scattering of other fast particles and 

14 other targets can be studied. Minor apparatus modifications will 

allow for measurements of different, but related processes. 

We are currently working on a method for producing nanosecond 

pulses of ions to use in a time-of-flight energy analysis experiment 

to determine the cross sections for inelastic scattering. The timing 

information will allow the measurement of effects due to excitation 

of different states in the colliding particles. 

Because neutral 0 atoms are the major constituent in the 

atmosphere at the altitudes which are important for ion 

precipitation. DCS for scattering with atomic oxygen as the target 

are very important. We are currently designing and constructing an 

atomic oxygen source to be used as the target for a scattering 

experiment. DOS's for 0 + 0 and 0+ + 0 will then be measured. 

Because the fast particle imparts more energy to the 

target when it is scattered through a larger angle, it is also useful 

59 
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to extend the angular range of the present experiment to larger 

angles. This can he done by using an exit slit instead of an 

aperture and putting the detector off axis to allow particles which 

are scattered through large angles to be detected. 

All of these different extensions to the measurements presented 

here represent interesting and useful experiments which may be 

performed in the near future. 



APPENDIX A 

THE POSITION SENSITIVE DETECTOR 

The postition-sensitive detector (PSD) is used to measure the 

location of the scattered particles, and allow calculation of 

differential cross sections. The detector consists of two 

micro-channel plates mounted in a chevron configuration, followed by 

a specially—designed resistive anode. Figure A-l shows the detector 

along with the voltage biasing network. The micro-channel plates are 

placed in a chevron configuration to reduce ion feedback. A single 

particle impacts the front plate in one of the channels as shown 

schematically in figure A-2 causing the ejection of electrons from 

the channel surface. The bias voltage along the channels serves to 

accelerate these electrons down the channel resulting in an electron 

cascade. The electrons then exit the first plate and enter a few 

channels in the second plate causing electron cascades in each 

channel, lÿpical biasing of the microchannel plates yields a gain of 

s 
about 10 per plate. The entire resulting charge cloud then impacts 

the resistive anode. The leads at the four corners of the anode 

convey the electron charge pulse to the detector electronics. The 

specially designed anode allows for a simple calculation of the 

centroid position of the charge distribution. The detector 
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electronics performs this calculation, and outputs 2 analog voltages 

proportional to the z and y position of the impacting particle* The 

electronics also puts out a strobe signal indicating valid data* The 

analog z and y voltages are digitized and read by the microprocessor* 

In both charge-transfer and neutral-neutral scattering ezperiments» 

primary ions are dumped in the detection chamber* These ions can 

impact chamber vails causing ejection of electrons that can reach the 

detector producing an eztra background signal* To reduce the effect 

of these stray electrons» a negative voltage is applied to the front 

plate of the PSD» rejecting low energy electrons* The front-bias 

also rejects electrons that are ejected when fast particles impact 

the detector surface between the microchannels* If these electrons 

are allowed to return to the detector surface they may enter a 

channel located away from the original fast particle impact 

increasing the uncertainty in the position measurement* In order 

to insure that the measurement of neutral-particle scattering gives 

absolute differential cross sections» the collection efficiency for 

the scattered particles must be equal to the that of the primary 

unscattered neutrals* Furthermore the detector efficiency must be 

independent of the location of the impacting particle* By rastering 

an ion beam across the detector face and measuring the total number 

of counts as a function of location on the detector it is possible to 

insure that the detection efficiency is independent of impact 

location* Figure A-3 shows these results» indicating that the 

detector efficiency is uniform* 
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Another parameter that effects the detection efficiency of the 

PSD is the particle fins density of the beam* Plots of relative 

efficiency vs. bias voltage for both high-and low-current-density 

beams are shown in figure À-4. To get a low current density beam. 

deflection plates DP2 are supplied with a sinusoidaly varying voltage 

% 
that deflects the beam, spreading it over a .5-1.5 cm area on the 

MCP face. As is seen in figure A-4 the efficiency curves peak at 

different values of the bias voltage. In order to get absolute 

differential cross sections, the operating bias voltage must be 

chosen so that the efficiency for the primary (high density) beam and 

scattered (low density) particles is the same. This voltage setting 

is called the operating point V . Measurements made with the bias op 

voltage V set to V + 20V are shown in Figure A-5* The DOS's are 
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PSD bias voltage 

Figure A-4 — PSD relative collection efficiency vs. bias voltage 
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Figure À-5 - comparison of DCS's for different bias voltages 
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the same» within statistical error» indicating that the measurement 

is not sensitive to small shifts in the operating point around V . op 

The micron-channel plates used also display an aging effect* 

Locations on the detector that have been hit by large numbers of 

particles show reduced efficiency* Because the high-density primary 

beam location does not change from experiment to experiment (except 

when the collimating apertures have been relocated) this portion of 

the detector ages faster than the rest of the PSD* Consequently the 

amount of bias voltage required to get the same gain is increased» 

shifting the operating point* If this shift is large» the detection 

efficiency curves appear as in figure A-6* The correct operating 

voltage for absolute measurements is now located where neither the 

low-or high-current-density efficiency is constant* Thus small 

changes in bias voltage may lead to error in absolute measurement* 

If the aging effect has shifted the high-current-density efficiency 

curve in this manner» it is necessary to measure the DCS’s in a 

relative fashion* The proper operating voltage for relative 

measurements is at the peak of the low-current-density curve* This 

setting allows equally efficient collection of all scattered 

particles» resulting in relative DCS’s* If the absolute DCS is known 

over some overlapping angular range» then the relative measurement 

can be scaled to the absolute measurement* 
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PSD bias voltag e 

Figure A-6 - PSD relative collection efficiency ▼«. bias voltage- 

large shift 



APPENDIX B 

CALIBRATION OF PSD FOR NEUTRAL PARTICLES 

Daring charge-transfer DCS measurement, the PSD detects both the 

primary ion flux and the scattered neutral flux* For correct 

calculation of absolute DCS's for charge-transfer, it is necessary to 

know the PSD's relative detection efficiency for the two types of 

particles* The procedure used is a 3 step process* First, with no 

gas in the TC and DP2 off, the flux of ions, I4, is measured at the 

PSD* Second, Na gas is introduced into the TC until a known percent, 

f, of the primary beam is neutralized by charge-*transfer (measured by 

removing ions with DP2) • Third, with DP2 off, the resultant total 

count rate on the PSD, Ia, is measured* If no particles are 

scattered by angles large enough that they miss the PSD, and the 

efficiencies for neutral and ion detection are equal, the count rate 

on the detector would remain constant* Instead, some particles miss 

the. detector, and equations B-l and B-2 give the measured count rates 

for steps 1 and 3 respectively as a function of the detections 

a ' + 
efficiencies (y for neutrals and y for ions) the fraction, p, of 

particles that miss the detector and the fraction neutralized (f). 

Ix - y\ B-l 

ia - r
+i+d-f)(i-p) + r°i+(f)d-p) B-2 
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Where I+ is the original ion beam flux, and it is assumed that the 

same fraction of ions and nentrals miss the detector. Equations B-l 

and B—2 can be solved to determine the relative detection efficiency 
+ 

O- 
• • 

r 

+ (i-p)ixf 

y
# I» + (f-i)(i-p)ij, 

The fraction of particles which miss the detector is approximated 

using the DCS for scattering of 0 with Na measured at 5000eV and at 

1500eV, converted to reduced coordinates, and then reverted back to a 

standard DCS at 1500eV, which expands the angular range to greater 
o 

than 6 . This expanded DCS can then be used to estimate the percent 

of particles which may be expected to scatter by angles larger than 

o 
6 , and thus miss the detector. This calculation shows that 

approximately 2% of the particles will miss the PSD. With no gas in 

the TC the PSD count rate was measured at 5358 Hz. With gas in the 

TC (density *■ 2.0 x 10^ cm * ) approximately 50 percent of the 

parent ions were neutralized, and the count rate dropped to 5063 Hz, 
+ 

giving of 1.07. Because the actual number of neutrals and ion 
r 0 

which scatter by angles larger than 6 is not well known, along with 

uncertainty in actual primary ion count rate, this method is not very 

accurate. Figure B-l shows the effect of changing the value of P on 

the determined relative detection efficiency. From the figure it can 
+ 

be seen that the value of ^ is very dependent on the actual percent 
7 
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of particles which miss the detector* This is the most imprecise of 

all the parameters in equation B-3* At this time* ve are considering 

alternate schemes for measuring the PSD relative detection for 

neutral particles which* hopefully will allow for more accurate 

measurement of absolute DOS's for charge~tran$fer processes* 

p 

Figure 3 - ▼*. percent of particles still on PSD 
r 

'for different fractions neutralized 
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